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TGH SUMMARY 

BetProtocol enables entrepreneurs and developers to create gaming platforms in minutes. 

No coding is required and products include, CryptoCurrency Integration which allows you to 

accept crypto payments on your gaming platform directly to your bank account. Casino, 

which allow you to design your own casino application from layouts to engines, games and 

deposits. Esports booking, Esports and prediction markets with prediction API’s for the type 

of market you choose. 

Betprotocol already has 2 live clients, one with real fiat value and one social casino that is 

transitioning to real money soon. They’re also hosting a third platform, hodlbet in the next 

month. This proves that the products have are being delivered successfully which grants 

$BEPRO real value and guarantees investors a safer bet (sorry for the pun). From Q3 

BetProtocol clients will be able to launch Esports betting apps for the most popular games, 

which will bring even more value, prediction markets are also due to be launched later this 

year. On top of that numerous exchange listings (some major) will bring even more 

exposure to $BEPRO.  

The BetProtocol team want to promote a healthy secondary market and felt it was too early 

to release the first partner and team tokens, which are now scheduled for release In 2021, 

their reasons are quote: “as we are all here for the long-term”. In terms of effects we were 

expecting that it would give more security for new investors to start holding BEPRO and it's 

clearly working. A nice stat about this is that the number of Bepro holders on Blockfolio 

more than tripled in June. So this decision, paired with tech development and sales, etc, is 

giving really nice results. There are 1.85 billion tokens in circulating and 10 billion lock until 

2021, when the batches of tokens will start to be released.  



Token Utility and economy 
BEPRO tokens are spent as gas for gaming volume generated by our operators. Operators must first 

“fill the tank” and stake BEPRO to start gaming activity. As their gaming volume increases, the BEPRO 

stake is spent proportionally to the value of the bets — this is our revenue. When operators’ BEPRO 

stakes run low, they must replenish by purchasing more from the secondary markets. 

BetProtocol will be making money from Day 1 of live operations and will commit a percentage of 

BEPRO tokens it earns through gas fees to a permanent Charity Fund and Operator Bootstrap 

Fund — beneficiaries voted upon by the Community. For more information on token utility and 

economy use the following links: 

Operators: Gas Fees, Prevent Wash Trading, Liquidity-of-Last-Resort 

Deployment of betting dApps on BetProtocol and transaction use costs will be handled by BEPRO 

utility token acting as pre-paid fuel. Developers will have to fuel their dApps with BEPRO token in 

order to deploy on the network and transact bets on their dApps. BEPRO token is designed much like 

how gas functions in an automobile. Initial dApp deployment (startup) will spend BEPRO tokens, as 

well as continued dApp running (transacting bets) will spend BEPRO tokens. 

BEPRO tokens will be deducted from dApp balances according to the amount of the bets’ value 

executed by the dApp. As transaction betting volume and values increase in a dApp, the faster they 

will run out of BEPRO tokens. dApps will need to acquire more BEPRO tokens from the secondary 

markets to replenish their supply to stay in operation. Demand for BEPRO is therefore a function of 

the number of live betting operators, their aggregate betting volume and values of their bets. 

 

For more info on token usecase and economy use the links below: 

Token usecase - https://medium.com/@betprotocol/5-reasons-why-bpro-is-a-utility-token-

23ee70e070d5 

Token Utility & Economy - https://medium.com/@betprotocol/betprotocol-bpro-token-utility-

and-economy-a3925240ba0b 
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                     $BEPRO Achieves a TGH Grade 5 (Superior)  

 

Market cap at time of find - 1.6m 

Circulating Supply - 1.825.000.000 BEPRO 

Total Supply - 10.000.000.000 BEPRO 

Website - https://early.betprotocol.com/ 

Telegram - https://t.me/betprotocol 

Telegram ANN - https://t.me/betprotocol_announcements 

Twitter - https://twitter.com/betprotocol 

Medium - https://medium.com/@betprotocol 

Whitepaper - https://early.betprotocol.com/whitepaper.pdf 

 

Exchanges 

KuCoin - BTC & USDT pair 

Bilaxy - USDT pair 

Digifinex - USDT pair 

BITMAX – BTC & USDT pair 

Upcoming Catalysts   

 Net-buy trading competition on BitMax with more than $100,000 in rewards 

 Staking and pre-staking on Bitmax with APR rate of 35% for the month 

 Multiple Exchange listings, including top teir 

 Various partnerships and new clients 

 Launch of Esports betting apps 

 Launch of prediction markets 

 Launch of third real money casino 

 Extended token lock up period (no release until 2021) 

 Esports data partnership 
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